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Kindle Fire HD: Budget
alternative to iPad
As IT budgets are squeezed, some businesses may begin to look
around for alternatives to the iPad for their tablet computing
needs. With the launch of Amazon’s latest tablet (which is
significantly cheaper than the Apple iPad), many people are
asking whether the new device can deliver as a business tool.
The low cost 7-inch Kindle Fire HD comes with Wi-Fi, dual-stereo
speakers with Dolby Digital Plus audio technology, 16GB of
storage and a battery life of up to 11 hours. The mid-range 8.9inch device doesn’t offer the same lengthy battery life, but it does
come with a 1,920 x 1,200 display with 254ppi, plus an OMAP4
4470 processor and improved graphics performance.
The high-end Kindle Fire HD has the same 8.9 inch display, but
this device comes with 32GB of storage and 4G LTE wireless
powered by the latest-generation 4G chipset. No longer satisfied
with competing in the low-cost tablet market, where the Kindle
Fire has previously dominated, Amazon is now competing with
the big boys by offering a high-end device with top-of-the-range
specifications.
The new devices use Android 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich, in line with
many current tablets on the market. As well as adding features
like Immersion Reading, FreeTime, X-Ray for Books and
Whispersync for audiobooks and games, Amazon has also
updated its browser to deliver content faster.
It is important to keep the limitations of the Kindle Fire in mind
when installing a document creation app. The device can’t take a
Bluetooth keyboard or any third-party software keyboard
alternatives, and the 7-inch display will make your typing and
editing options limited.
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Office Software
As with most tablets, office applications on the Kindle Fire are
best used to review documents and make simple changes rather
than create them. The Kindle Fire ships with Quickoffice preinstalled, but this version will only allow users to read Word,
Excel, and PowerPoint files. Users will need to download
Quickoffice Pro or another document editing app if they want to
edit or create new files. However, QuickOffice Pro HD for Tablets
is not the one that users can buy for their Kindle Fire. The more
expensive QuickOffice is specifically optimised for Android 3.x
Honeycomb tablets.

Build your firm’s profile with PR
PR provides an effective way of engaging with your target
audience when announcing a big event (such as an upcoming
webinar or speaking engagement), sharing news of a great
achievement (such as a business award) or simply informing the
market of a new product or service offering. Here are some top
tips which can assist you in crafting an appropriate press release
in order to maximise your chances of hitting the right notes with
your chosen media:
It starts with the format
Your press release should be confined to one page and about 350
- 550 words. It starts with your complete contact information,
followed by a catchy title. The release itself should begin with
your office address and date.
A grand opening
Your opening paragraph should leave the reader wanting more.
This paragraph should summarise “The Deal” or the “Big News”.
The supporting acts
The next two paragraphs should support the opening paragraph
with more detail. A quote from a senior member of staff (such as
the MD or Head of Sales) should be included in this section.
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Close it out
You should wrap up with a final summary and a call-to-action
paragraph telling readers exactly what you want them to do (i.e.,
“log on to our website today”). You should then wrap up with a
3 or 4 line biography of the company detailing “who we are and
what we do”.
There’s no point in creating a great press release and not
sending it out
You should try to be consistent by writing and submitting press
releases frequently. When you do this consistently, people tend
to expect to hear the great things happening in your business.
They look forward to your next release to keep them up-to-date
on what you are doing. You should add all of your press releases
to the news page on your company website.
Emailing the journalists
When sending a press release to the media via email you should
be very mindful of the subject line. The quality of the subject line
in a press release will dictate whether it will even get opened.
Test it out - send out a few dozen with one subject line and wait
to see if you hear back; then try more with a different subject
line. Over time you will develop a feel for what works and
what doesn’t.
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That’s not to say that Generation R has no spending power; this
generation tends to delay settling down and having a family –
therefore they have a high percentage of disposable income.
The question is how to target Generation R in order to secure a
share of their spending power?
The key to reaching out to Generation R is the use of new media.
This generation is highly connected via smartphones, laptops,
tablets and so on. Social media isn't just a new wave of marketing
- soon it could be the only wave of marketing.
Generation R is not doing anything new. They are just doing it
online via social media. They want to make friends and connect,
discuss topics they find interesting, exchange views, research
products or services, and social media is facilitating this.To target
Generation R, firms must either compliment the discussion or
provide something of value to draw people in. The key to cracking
the social media savvy segment that is Generation R is to stay
relevant with communications that resonate well and work with
social media channels.
The beauty of marketing to a social media savvy customer group
is that impacts can be measured and campaigns can be tweaked
in order to maximise click-through rates and hits. The link
between marketing and closing the sale is transparent and
traceable, meaning that marketing budgets can be better
utilised to deliver measurable results.

“Generation R” - A new segment
to be targeted?
First there was Generation X (born in the 1960s) and Generation Y
(born in the 1970s and 1980s); now there is Generation R – a
term coined to describe the generation of people born since
about 1990. This market segment consists of many frustrated
professionals who have survived the recession and now find
themselves working hard with expanded roles but with the same
level of pay.
Some suggest that Generation R stands for Generation “Rent” –
alluding to the fact that this generation is likely to be less
economically well-off than their parents’ generation and are
more likely to live in rented accommodation since they don’t have
the purchasing power, or indeed the access, to debt finance from
banks to purchase a property.

Getting the most out
of contractors
From time to time your business may require you to hire
contractors in order to deliver a project. Outlined below are a few
tips to help you achieve maximum value:
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Determine needs
Your business will engage the services of contractors for a specific
purpose. For example, you may need specific skills or extra pairs
of hands to assist with administration. Once you have identified
your needs, you should document a “statement of work” which
identifies both the specifics of the project and the scope of work
which the contractors are being brought in to do.
Put contracts in place
The contract should contain start and end dates, rates of pay and
frequency, specific roles for each contractor, their responsibilities
and who they will report to. The contract should also outline
company expectations of each contractor.
Get outsider perspectives
After documenting the statement of work, you should gain input
from people outside of the project. Colleagues who are not
directly involved in a project may be able to provide some fresh
insight into the challenges your team will face. Equally, it is worth
asking your contractors to provide some feedback in relation to
the statement of work, as they may be able to identify various
ways they can add value to your project.
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If a company has their financial statements prepared by an
internal individual with a PIS of 100 and over, they will have to be
audited. Should their financial statements be prepared by an
independent individual and Section 30(2A) applies, then no
review is required. However, if the section does not apply an
independent review is required.
Section 30(2A) “owner managed exemption” is defined as “A
private company where one person holds, or has all the beneficial
interest in all of the securities issued by the company. Or a private
company where every person who is the holder of, or has all the
beneficial interest in, any securities issued by the company are
also the directors.”
The risk involved for compiling financial statements is high. The
signing individual who takes responsibility for compiling the
financial statements will also be held responsible for any
irregularities in the statements. Often CA’s will refuse to sign off
financial statements due to the negative effects an error can have
on them. To resolve any worries in this regard, it is always best to
request the assistance of a qualified, experienced financial
professional or organisation that can ensure that your financials
are taken care of in the correct and legal manner.

Provide support
The business should provide support to contractors from the
very beginning. This can include introducing them to key staff
members and setting them up with their own workspace. The
business needs to know the requirements of each contractor in
order to help them deliver their project. It is also important that
the business remembers what the contractors have been brought
in to achieve; all too often, once contractors become embedded
in a business, they are given additional responsibilities. This can
dilute their attention away from their original task and so must
be avoided.

Does my company require an
audit or an independent review?
When the time comes for a statutory audit or review, many
organisations are unsure what steps to take to ensure that their
company is compliant with current legislation. Financial
legislation can be disorientating for non-financial professionals,
especially when the act in question has been modified in the
more recent past. South Africa implemented the new Companies
Act of 2008 in May 2011 and most organisations are still unsure
how to sign off their financial statements. A qualified professional
can advise you or your business as to which action is required to
comply with legal legislation as per the new Companies Act and
alleviate any concerns or misunderstanding.
Firstly an organisation needs to clarify what their Public Interest
Score (PIS) is before they can determine which step to take. An
organisation’s PIS is determined by their yearly turnover, how
many shareholders are involved, how many employees they have
and the amount of third party liability they have. Points are
awarded as per guidelines defined by the new Companies Act. If a
company has a PIS over 350 then an audit is required. If a
company has a PIS between 100 and 350 then certain parameters
determine which avenue is required by law. A qualified
professional will be able to assist in determining an organisation’s
PIS and advise what must be done.

VAT Blitz
Sale of fixed property
If a VAT vendor sells a commercial property or residential
property regarded as stock, for example a developer, the sale
will be subject to VAT and will be exempt from transfer duty
– this also applies to the sale of shares, e.g. a share block
company. This is regardless of whether the purchaser is a
VAT vendor or not.
The time of supply is the earlier date of registration in the name of
the purchaser, or payment of part of the purchase price (excluding
the initial deposit).
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TAX TIP: Disposal/
scrapping of assets
Did you know that if you dispose of an asset or need to
scrap it at proceeds less than its tax value (cost price less previous
allowances claimed e.g. depreciation), you can claim a disposal
allowance equal to the lowest of the loss/tax value.
It is therefore imperative that you keep your asset register up to
date and scrap all unused/discarded assets on it to ensure you
utilise all your tax benefits. Be sure to hand your updated asset
register to your accountant when you finalise your year-end
records.
Need assistance with your fixed asset register? Wallrich can keep
it up to date for you to comply with the Companies Act, Accounting
principles. The asset register will assist you to:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Have a list available for insurance purposes to prevent under
insurance;
Keep your internal controls in tact;
Have up to date monthly accounting reports without those
nasty year-end journals that influence the bottom line;
Utilise all the tax allowances available.

Companies ACT snippet
A proportion of the members’ interest in a Close Corporation which is converted
to a private company may be altered in the company’s MOI and not every
member needs to become a shareholder.
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Deadlines looming
31 October 2012
SARS Interim PAYE Reconciliation season is from 01 September
23 November 2012
-Taxpayers who submit their returns electronically at a SARS branch
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Randburg,
2125
Tel:
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Web:

+27 (0) 11 789-1011
+27 (0) 11 789-1012
info@wallrich.co.za
www.wallrich.co.za
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Our combined skills cover all the
financial management needs a
business would require.
To maintain a competitive edge,
we ensure that our staff receives
expert personal training in the
latest technologies and legislation.
We are a truly South African
company and fully committed to
the future success and prosperity
of all South Africans.
We have built a sound reputation
on service delivery utilising
standardised methodology to
ensure cost effective reviews.
We offer a wide spectrum of
financial management services
ranging from business start-up and
support to estate planning.
We are always accountable,
always positive, always accurate,
always confident, always topical
and always driven for the benefit
of our clients.
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